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EDITORIAL 

 Our hobby has lost one of it's mainstays with the passing on last month of G6CL, John 
Clarricoats. I make no excuse for taking up Society space with this as the debt owed by British 
amateurs to John is immeasurable. For many, many years as General Secretary of the R.S.G.B., G6CL 
strove for the betterment and recognition of the British amateur and our present position is due mainly 
to his good work. 

 The Council has agreed to present a suitably engraved plaque to the Radio Society of Great 
Britain. It is hoped that it will hang in the Library of the new RSGB HQ in Doughty Street. The 
plaque will be presented to G2YS (672), R.S.G.B, President, by our own President, supported by 
G3ONU, in the immediate future. This will also be G3ONU's last official function for the Society as 
Des is posted to ZC4 in the Summer. Thank you for all your help Des. Iain Scott, G3SYW, will be 
taking over from 1st May. Welcome to the Council Iain - may all your Society problems be little 
ones! Incidentally QTU? - or shouldn’t I ask!! 

 Would members please note the various changes, QTH and designation of Council members - 
all details opposite. 

 Some of our keener award hunters will be interested to know that G2YS will be active on all 
bands between 13 - 19th April with a special QSL card in a " Meet the R.S.G.B. President " 
campaign. 

 The AGM this year will be held on Saturday 4th October in conjunction with the R.S.G.B. 
Communication Exhibition again - fuller details next edition. 

 The RSARS/ARMS Rally is making progress and a map at the rear of this edition will show 
you how to find G4RS, in conjunction with any A.A. handbook. That's August 24th, come rain or 
shine. Again full details next edition. 

 Don’t forget the Annual Reunion over 28/29th June - GB3RCS will be activated from 
Catterick but it does not count for the Award Scheme. 

 Having mentioned the Award Scheme - two small alterations have been made to the rules by 
the Council. Would all those interested carefully check Rules 10 and 20. With these changes it is 
prudent to comment that most bands are segregated for different modes of operation and CW is 
invariably in the lower section of each band. This is a gentlemans' agreement amongst the majority of 
countries and as such should be supported by all members, particularly as our an Rule 2(m) binds us 
as an affiliated Society of the R.S.G.B. Deliberate CW operation at the top end of 80 metres is quite 
unnecessary. 

 On a sweeter note, congratulations to 5N2AAF (139) who was the winner of the Overseas 
section of the R.S.G.B. 10 metre contest last October. 

 Finally to all of you who have written to me during my spell in the Editorial seat, thank you 
for your support and encouragement. 

To you Jack - the very best of luck! 

            
            
            
    73 & VA 
            
    De G3EKL. 
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SCU3 AGONY COLUMN 

 My comments about such an eminent gathering of amateurs has aroused quite  a wealth of 
correspondence and it seems the best way to one and all to answer it in a separate section of it's own. 

 G2AUA (502) writes to tell me that he has counted at least thirty of his old mates in our midst 
and carries on to say that both he and G2DPQ (549) are very keen to get in touch once again with 
G4PX (489), as it is many years since they all three slept in adjoining beds in Hut 21a. There was also 
a mad Scotsman somewhere in the dim and distant past who was last seen when celebrating demob in 
a pub in Villiers Street in London, one GM3AWF (102). 

   GM8SQ, (500) asks for his best wishes and regards to be extended to some of his old mates and 
names G8VG, G4DR, G5FG, G3IV and others, whilst Stewart Owen, GW3QN (542) writes to say 
that although virtually inactive he enjoys reading of current events in the " Mercury" and particularly 
of the "mysterious SCU3" - yes, yet another of them that I have been able to pin down! 

 Then a letter from G8NY (486) sends his regards to all RSARS members especially to those 
who were SCU lads - that gives me a clue that the "3" must have been the third such euphemistic 
mob!! Les goes on to say that the only definition he can bring to mind is "an organisation to enable 
the radio amateur to continue his hobby in war". The opening paragraph of this particular letter read, 
"Believe me, there are many strange stories that could be related in connection with the lads of the 
SCUs." Curioser and curioser - when is the ban to be taken off wartime exploits!!? 

 Gerry Openshaw, G2BTO (374) asked me if I had counted the number of SCU lads in the 
Society. Actually Gerry I hadn't but had made an intelligent (?) guess that any members introduced by 
Bill Windle would have some connection. You go on to say that you are still looking after your old 
friends, as for many years now you have been back in the GPO as a Radio Investigation Officer in the 
Blackburn Telephone Manager's Office. You also comment about an amusing case you had to deal 
with that interested Jack DeManio (I did in fact laugh at that same programme Gerry) when a wireless 
stopped because the lavatory chain was pulled!! Quite honestly, some of the programme content we 
get doled out with could well go down the pan!! However old man, very nice to hear from you and 
I'm quite sure that even though you represent "the Law" the many amateurs within your parish have a 
good friend in "the Law". Almost forgot, your number was 2600686. 

 G4LO (499) sends me a cheery letter even though it was written on his first day downstairs 
after a nasty bout of bronchitis. '4LO doesn't offer me much really, but says that as I'm still stuck with 
the thing, that he was one of the tribe like hosts of others but is not saying a word except, like Bill 
Windle, to make funny noises!! '4LO asks that he be remembered to any of the lads who may recall 
him and says that despite his age he still thoroughly enjoys the hobby, though it is CW only unless 
"Ernie" hits the jackpot! 

 Then comes a small note from Syd Smith (349) who is still carrying on the good work as BRS 
18612. Syd calls himself one of the " Diggers Riggers" engaged in aerial erection work with the same 
gang and says that the various comments over the last few "Mercurys"  has brought back many happy 
memories. Same goes for Joe Cropper, G3BY who calls it "infiltration". 

 And then at the bottom of the list, but by no means the last, comes the Old Man himself, 
G8VG. Bill reprimands me far not knowing about the "Circus" but has promised to fill me in the next 
time I QSY over to Dartford for a cup of coffee (nothing stronger!!). I'm looking forward to that Bill 
and take this opportunity to thank you for your energetic canvassing for the Society, once again as 
without a doubt 25% of our members have been introduced to RSARS through your good offices and 
I feel pretty sure that the majority of them were SCU lads!! 

The Editor. 
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FROM YOUR HQ STATION 

 The havoc mentioned in the last HQ report has hit us and Les, G3VYZ, left Blandford at the 
end of January. He has called a few times since but finally QSYed for Catterick at the end of March to 
attend a six-month course. Doubtless he'll be heard either over G3CIO or possibly with his own call 
whilst up North. Thank you most sincerely Les for your help over the thirty months you were 
associated with the HQ station - I know that your accent will be missed by many members. 

 Who has replaced Les? A good question. Physically Peter Dowdall, (590) who keeps the 
station in order (and, the Editor) looks after the QSL side and makes an excellent cup of coffee! 
Unfortunately Pete is arguing with the GPO - he thinks he can do 12 wpm, the authorities don't!! Also 
helping here is Dave Hirst (425), ex operator at ZB2A - he has the morse under his belt but no RAE!! 
All rather difficult as it means that neither can operate although they are both as keen as mustard. So 
the bulk of the HQ activity is being done by Jack (G3DPS) and yours truly (G3EKL) as Peter 
(G3PNM) has taken himself an XYL and is QRT for an indefinite period whilst Tony, G3UNC (459) 
who joined us from RMA Sandhurst last December has already moved on to DL5 land. A great 
character this Tony, an irrepressible smile and mad on operating, either 'fone or CW. I'm sure he'll 
soon be radiating with a DL5 call. 

 Another donation from Corps Funds has enabled the HQ station to go QRO to the legal 
maximum by the addition of an SB 200 and also the split frequency facility offered by the use of an 
SB 640 LMO. The station now looks extremely plush and is proving very versatile. Both of the new 
items were assembled "off the premises" by G3DPS. 

 Other visitors during the past quarter included Tom Gates (310) who spent a pleasant 
afternoon here and GM3VIO (453) who came to recuperate after a heavy T & AVR dinner night and 
found the audio output of the SB 101 rather painful!! Also John Irwin (427), fresh from VP2VW, who 
managed a couple of evenings before moving out of G on exercise again and Les Kinch, G3XEE 
(405) who called one evening very late and caused the editor some considerable heartburn (self- 
inflicted wounds are still classed as malingering, I didn't dare go near the MO for commiseration!). 
Last but not least was Merv Foster (315) who also operates ZB2A and who kindly called during a 
flying visit and has since returned to the Rock for a further spell. 

 Thank you, to you all for dropping in and should any other member be in the area, the doors 
are always open each afternoon, Monday to Friday, Tuesday and Thursday evenings and of course on 
"Activity Sunday". 

ooooo-----oooo 

RSARS QSL BUREAU 
 

 A QSL Bureau for use BETWEEN RSARS members only is available. 
 Any member wishing to clear QSL cards to other member stations, please despatch cards in 
bulk to G3HSE. 
 Any member wishing to collect cards from the bureau should send SAE's of sufficient size 
and with sufficient postage thereon to G3HSE. 
 Please put on the reverse of the envelope your callsign, membership number and the 
minimum number of cards to be despatched (i.e. one or more). 
 A list of unclaimed cards will be published in each edition of "Mercury". 
 Address for the Bureau, and any enquiries (with SAE) is: 

RSARS QSL Bureau, 
70, Brocklehurst Street, 
New Cross, 
LONDON, S.E. 14. 
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SOME OF OUR MEMBERS WRITE TO SAY 
 

9M2DQ 
Selama Estate Group 
Serdang 
Kedah 
MALAYSIA 
22nd. February 1969 

 
The Editor. 
MERCURY 
 
Dear G3EKL, 

 I would like to thank you for the Winter 1968/69 issue just arrived here in Malaysia. I hope 
that most of the R.S.A.R.S. Members can appreciate just how much real work has to go into the 
preparation and publication of an issue like this. Having at one time been associated with an Amateur 
publication I reckon it must take up a very great deal of your spare time. Thanks also to 
John G3XBA for the complete new QTH list. 
The new R.S.A.R.S. Award system. 
 As a permanently resident Overseas Member this leaves me with mixed feelings and I doubt, 
unless the Society suddenly greatly increases it's membership, that I shall ever be able to produce the 
100 confirmations out here for the Special Award. I wonder what Dennis ex-9M2NF and Gordon ex-
9M2PO would say? 
 I am a long way from G-land!! It would seem that the great majority of the members prefer to 
work on the lower frequencies like 80m and 160m with a few on 40m. Not an easy contact from here. 
Also why should the G-land members go to all the trouble of a contact with 9M2DQ when they can 
more easily by far obtain another confirmation on 80m. Give us a chance please. Also the chances of 
contacting other overseas members are now greatly reduced due to the pull out of the British Army by 
1971. 
 I am reasonably active on the H.F. Bands and since 1/1/69 have contacted no less than 102 G 
stations on 10, 15 & 20 m, yet of these only 4 have been R.S.A.R.S. Members although I have been 
carefully listening and trying to get R.S.A.R.S. Contacts. At this rate I would be lucky to get the 
Special Award (& if the QSL's come in) by the time I am 70!! 
 I do appreciate the difficulties but I do wish please to submit the following possible 
amendments to the Award and request that the Committee does give every possible consideration. 
HOME MEMBERS 
 A special bonus point system for the confirmations from Overseas members. Say 3 or even 5 
points depending on the Continent. This would encourage HF band working. 
 In addition, or alternatively, Home Members must produce a certain number or confirmations 
from Overseas members before the Special Award can be given. 
OVERSEAS MEMBERS 
 A special high bonus for the first contact they make with G4RS after 1/1/69. 
   A reduction to 75 Confirmations for the Special Award. 
   Possibly a bonus for contacts with other overseas members in another Continent (other than Europe) 
other than in which they are located. 
 Other members may well have better ideas.  
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Another point. Why do you expressly forbid the contacts between member stations operating /A or /P 
against confirmations for the R.S.A.R.S. Award? Personally I would have thought one would 
encourage members on Exercises and Field Training to work Amateur Radio in their spare time. (See 
amendment to Rules - Ed). Also does not this tend to greatly discourage members from taking part in 
activities such as the National Field Day? Does not G4RS intend to work Portable at any time and, if 
so, why cannot contacts with it then count towards the Award? (Yes, but why should it count!!? - Ed). 
 Should any member like to arrange a schedule with Malaysia I would be very happy to oblige. 
I do have contacts with G-land on 40 m and 80 m SSB but conditions are rather noisy at present and I 
expect to get a better signal on those bands in a couple of months when I put up a home made vertical. 
I can usually be found on 15 m on most Saturdays and Sundays around 0930 G.M.T. about 21385 or 
so. 
                          Yours sincerely, 
                                James Pershouse 
                          Jimmy 9M2DQ, No.300. 
 
(As the last Editorial said "It is hoped not too many of you will be disappointed". Obviously this 
letter, and others, shows some degree of disappointment and may well provoke some more positive 
correspondence than the six letters -1% of our membership - received early last year on the same 
subject -What about it -Ed) 
 

ooooo-----ooooo 
John R. Hewitt (RSARS 151.) 
114 Canterbury Road, 
Kennington, 
ASHFORD, Kent. 

Dear OM 
 Many thanks for the Mercury and very pleased to see the Awards Scheme has now been 
settled. Now that we have a QSL Manager "all or our very own" perhaps those of us who still await 
cards may see an improvement in the near future! 
 Just one complaint. The activity periods seem very poorly supported. Is there something we 
could do about this? Perhaps QSOs made during activity periods could count as double points. It 
would seem also that CW is losing out which is unfair to "key bashers" - perhaps the committee could 
suggest something to balance the bias towards 'fone. 
 As regards suggestion for the Jubilee Year I go along with the idea of a DXpedition. 
 A further suggestion I should like to make is how about establishing a "Royal Signals 
Emergency Network" to cover the whole country, or if that's way out, to cover counties, similar to the 
RAEN (of which I am a member) - but which seems very poorly supported. Now that Civil Defence 
has been disbanded it leaves a gap when National Emergencies arise and a communication network 
stationary or mobile manned by ex Royal Signals using their own gear could be of tremendous 
assistance to Local Authorities. What do you think? 
 Had a pleasant surprise visit from Ray (DL5YT) and his family the other week. At the time I 
was unaware of his commendation, but would like to add my congratulations for his fine effort, both 
from a humanitarian point of view and his demonstration of true Radio Amateur spirit. 
 Well done pay - please call again. 

Yours sincerely, 
J.R. HEWITT. 

(Very interesting John. Any comments from members? - Ed) 
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"Hillside" , 
Galgorm Gardens, 
Ballymena, 
Co. Antrim 
21 Jan 69. 

Dear Ray, 
    I had a QSO with GI5AJ last night and tried to talk him into 
completing his application for membership, but he went QSY to the sack before I could bully him into 
it. He indicated that he knew you, then went QRT. I wonder if this is significant? 
 I must say I value "Mercury" highly, and find plenty of interest in it. As a "part-time" soldier I 
didn't make too many acquaintances in the Corps, but it is fascinating to guess at the character behind 
the calls and numbers from the comments in your "Postbag". 
 At present I am trying to "put the black" on certain thirsty parties in 40 (U) Sig Regt to 
organise a "gee-eye" RSARS get-together - a nice central location with suitable logistic support has to 
be found in their RHQ. 
 If and when it happens you will no doubt be informed, and a report will be forwarded, 
provided anyone can be found who can both write and remember what happened. 
 Plans are afoot for a fair amount of /P operating on 2m this season, with GI3RXV as the other 
half of the act - he was a crewmember of mine at Queens OTC (UTC it was then) many years ago and 
is a keen (and good) 2m CW man. I am working furiously on a new 2m portable rig which will push 
out a reasonable amount of RF, probably around the 25 watt mark, and 'RXV is knocking up similar 
gear. 
 We have excellent sites in Antrim, Derry and Fermanagh lined up, and if the old boy net 
holds up with the Forestry Commission, we can get onto the highest point in the Sperrins for Tyrone. 
All these sites are above 1000 ft and are known to be good from G3VPK's 4m expeditions, We hope 
to do some good outings!         
            
  Ian GI8AYZ (58) 
  (This should please the CW pundits. But do they operate VHF!!? - Ed) 
 

ooooo-----ooooo 
5 Ferncroft Avenue, 
LONDON, N.W.3. 
29th January, 1969. 

Captain (QM) R.A. Webb, 
30th Signal Regiment, 
Blandford Camp, 
BLANDFORD FORUM, 
Dorset. 
 
Dear Ray, 
    I thoroughly enjoyed my visit to G4RS despite my sense of deep 
shame by arriving without the rig working. Disgraceful! 
 I do want to say how tremendously impressed I was with the Museum, and strongly 
recommend any members of RSARS who can go to the Rally on the 24th August to do so, if only to 
see that magnificent Museum. 
             
All good wishes, 
            
        73s 
       E .M. WAGNER 
G3BID (381) 
  (Praise indeed! But it is damn good value - Ed) 
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334 G3XTL 
31 Princess Avenue, 
WARSOP, 
Mansfield, Notts. 
9th January, 1969. 
 

Dear Sir, 

 Thanks for Mercury received to day, together with the new Award Rules. I quite agree that 
the RSARS Awards should be in the context - "If it's worth having it's worth working for" - and 
should not be made too easy. However I feel that Clubs like our own T & AVR unit may only get the 
chance to work as a club station from a /A location which will depend upon where we happen to be 
sent for exercise periods. The G3SIG licence (AFF 5) is now held at my home address on behalf of 
39th (City of London) Sig Regt T & AVR and I was hoping that perhaps a couple of short periods 
each year our club could have met using the callsign /A with the main aim of accruing contacts with 
RSARS stations. May the /A rule be reconsidered in respect of T& AVR Clubs please? 
 Ref. your comments in Mercury Postbag :- MB9BS was the club station in Klagenfurt, 
Austria, where I was lucky enough to spend some time after SWLing for MD7DC. I would be 
interested to hear from any members who were in these two stations. Nothing as exotic as MP9!! 
 Two of my first RSARS contacts since getting my call, G3XTL, were with old friends from 
404 Sqn, G3SIQ and G8PG. The latter was instrumental in kicking me over the RAE hurdle and 
whether or not you find the part interesting I must tell it. 
 In the summer of 1967 I found myself with many of my old pals in the newly formed 
Squadron of 39th Regt at Burniston Barracks, Scarborough. The unit holds an annual morse 
competition of which I had no knowledge until press ganged into it by a WO II who kindly arranged 
my schedule  to enable me to compete. I came away from Scarborough with a brand new HRO, 
presented as first prize!! 
 The unit sports many amateur calls and I was asked what mine was. I  admitted that I hadn't 
bothered with amateur radio since 1953 but as the HRO would have to be put to good use, I said I 
would try for the RAE. Some reckoning was done on the way the calls were being issued and my 
friends decided that if I managed the 1968 May RAE (and the morse test) I would be in the "Xrays". 
Thinking of CW rhythms and the possible issue of a difficult one, I jokingly said I would settle for 
XTL because I would most likely be using XTL rigs for CW working!! Gus, (G8PG) kindly offered to 
prime me for the RAE with a correspondence course. Starting from basics, it was surprising how 
much had been forgotten, but eventually Gus informed me that I was ready. I reckon I must have 
caused him some disappointments during the ten hectic weeks of large envelopes passing between 
Wirral and Mansfield! I sat the exam at the local Tech with another chap opposite. (Wonder if he ever 
passed his Plumbing exam?). 
    The issue of G3Xs - was well on the way by the time I received the slip from the Technical 
College. Humber Radio informed me by telephone that I could take the morse test the next day and 
that hurdle was soon over. More monitoring on Top Band showed that it would be touch and go, but 
within the week I sent off my application for a licence and asked that "XTL" be reserved. It was a 
close race but I was told to send the fee by return post as the callsign was due for issue. 
 16th Sept. 68 was the great day and since that evening many RSARS stns have been worked 
with 21 confirmed, all 160 metres CW QSOs. My sincere thanks to G8PG (26). 

73 
            
            
   de G3XTL 

(Well done O.M. and all power to the T & AVR. May the amateur spirit never die. See amendments 
to Award Scheme, para 10 - Ed) 
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Albany House, 
Goonown, 
St Agnes, 
Cornwall. 

 
Dear Ray, 
    Thanks for last month's "Mercury" a very interesting issue - also 
congrats to G3XBA for a fine job on the members list and QTH's. 
 The new contest rules I think very fair and although I have made Class I under the old Rules, 
will now be going all out to make it again under the new ones. 
 I see that place Catterick mentioned several times in the "Mercury". I wonder how many 
know what it was like up there in 1926? I landed up there one afternoon (pouring with rain) with the 
5th Infantry Brigade on strike duty (my Regt was the "Cameronians"). The old huts had not been 
occupied since the P.O.Ws. moved out. They were wood frames covered with netting and cement and 
falling to pieces. I was there for some months before being drafted to India. On leaving my parting 
words were "Well thats the last I shall see of Catterick". Little did I think I should be back there in 13 
years time - but what a change. The barrack rooms were like palaces against 1926 believe me!! 
 You mentioned the 12 set in your last "Postbag" - yes, they went on 28 OK - short out some 
turns in P.A. Tank and double in the final; also used to get on 21 with the M.O. on 11·5. Worked the 
world with the old 12 set till we got TV in Cornwall!! Wonder how many can remember the old 
No.11s and the biggest juice waster of the lot (both in petrol and RF), the No3 set? It used a genny 
driven by a Dorman engine to get the HT on the ATS 250's in the Final - they were as big as a man's 
head (the ATS 250's!!) 
 Things have changed since those days and how!! When I first saw the final of a 3 set I asked 
the instructor if the ATS 250's were in push pull. He looked at me and said "You must not pull them 
out, you might break them. You unscrew the cap and lift them out". When I said "No, are they Push 
Pull or Parallel", he looked at us (with me - G3HW, G6JL and G3IW) and said "who the Hell are you 
blokes)? " When told we were Radio Amateurs he said "Here take the B..... handbook yourselves, you 
probably know more about it than I do - I'm only supposed to show you what the knobs are for".!! 
 Well, now we are settled in Cornwall after serving in many places including India, China and 
Palestine and this is where I intend to remain. I'm 62 now and have had a good innings - my six years 
with the Signals was one of the best six years of my life, always a damned good crowd of chaps. 
 By the way I forgot to mention that when the strike was over in 1926 they had to give us 
something to do so we were kept busy trench digging for the drainage of what is now the Sports 
Stadium at Catterick!! I've never seen such a place for mud and rain or perhaps 1926 was a very wet 
year! 
                  73 and Good Luck to the Society 

                      Ted 

                         G2AYQ No.178 
 
 
(A fine tribute to those who served in Corps Ted, thank you.             
 Funny enough, there are still a lot of Instructors who throw the book at you. 
 Thank you for the dope about the Stadium - the nearest I got to digging trenches was just 
below Vimy Lines in '39 - A.R.P. trenches! - Ed) 
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FROM THE EDITOR'S POSTBAG 
 
9H1BE  469 Your long letter very welcome Harry and all points duly noted. You mention your new 

QTH but you are more than welcome to make use of the Society QSL Bureau you know. 
However, I have listened for your activity as controller on the Malta net each Sunday am 
on 28·5 Mhz (on AM) but no great luck. That is at 0800Z by the way until about an hour 
later. For the record, your present QTH for mail purposes is:-                                                                                                                                       
  2, Silvano and Lydia Flats, Congress Road, Mosta, MALTA G.C. 
Have you heard Les Beaumont, G3RUS, on SSB yet:!? 

 
Gi2DZG  5 Rather a change to have you in the "Postbag" section Walter! I am very glad that you are 

finding more time for operating and it was good to hear you on 40 the other week. 
Obviously you have mastered the queer collection of controls on the front panel of the 
KW - what about the ones out of sight !!? Yes, the Society badge does look attractive and 
stocks have been moving quickly. I hope there will be plenty to be seen at the Old 
Comrades Reunion this year and particularly at the Rally on August 24th. 

 
G3VYF  327 Your New Year resolution is well worth repeating Mike. "I will work at least as much 

CW as I work SSB" - excellent thought and one that a lot more of our members could 
follow. I have sat at 3505 on the HQ Station Club evenings like a "nana" and in three 
months (last Oct., Nov. and DEC) QSOed six members!! It has been almost as bad on the 
Activity Sundays on the CW freqs - has everybody forgotten how to wield a key? (By the 
way, where did you put your sub - it wasn't with your letter!!) 

 
AFF 13 Very nice to hear from you OM and to know that Ron Cox is helping out. Good value is 

our Ron, with a heart of gold behind a gruff exterior. If I was a betting man, I'd lay odds 
that he'll have your Club with it's own Amateur call sign before the year is out. Don't be 
too disappointed about the lack of QSL returns - this is a common fault. Hope your HP 
19 set is ackling well - they are one of the most inefficient RF generators around, yet so 
very much liked. 

 
 
G4LO  499 Hope your bronchitis has cleared up by now old man and that you have been able to 

make that secretive dash to the bottom of the garden and the shack. Yes, G3RUS has 
managed to get on the air, but has had to modify the rig. somewhat. He is going great 
guns now and thoroughly understands "Donald Duckese" and his hour of operating per 
PA bottle is well within the norm. Have you had any luck with an old HRO? 

 
9V1PF  116 As one 9V1 call dies, another is born!! Very psed to hear that you are active at last Jim 

and that you had little trouble in getting your ticket. You were heard during the BERU 
Contest - any hopes of a certificate? Will you be getting up to any DX-expeditions? 

 
Member 548 Tnx very much for your news and dope OM. Hope the RAE result was OK. If not, there 

is always a Listeners award to chase. Glad you enjoyed yourself with 9M2RH. Yes, pse 
call in here, you will be more than welcome. If there is nobody in, the contact numbers 
are on the door. 
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ZC4IM  435 So you are nearly active (airwise) Iain - good show. Another for the benefit of our CW 
fiends, sri friends! A couple of watts to whatever is available on 7020 and multiples 
thereof, 28 should be the best bet!! Keep at it Iain and QRO when you get the time!! 

 
G2UV  330 Thank you for writing Bill. I think we have about half a dozen, maybe a few more, of 

real "Old Timers" in the Society who were in the RE Signals in World War I, all as you 
say rapidly approaching seventy! One consolation Bill is that amateur radio need not date 
you and it is a hobby to be enjoyed by all, either in their first or second childhoods or in 
between hi!!  

 
G5RY  414 Which leads me very neatly into the next snippet from Dick, who writes "May I be 

allowed to congratulate the Society on all it is doing to foster the ham radio spirit and so 
bring together the elder members of Royal Signals and RE Signals - I have had the 
pleasure of meeting over the air quite a few RSARS members who had served in the 
1918 effort and are still very active hams. So on behalf of the youngsters please keep up 
the good work, as they have no idea what a boon amateur radio will be to them in later 
life". Very good of you to write and say such nice things Dick and I sincerely hope that 
you may enjoy many years yet of our hobby. 

 
G3XTL  334 Congratulations on getting your call OM and very psed to know that G3SIG will be 

given a regular airing now that the call has been taken over by you. When? 80 and 160 
metres on Wednesday and Thursday evenings from 2000Z on CW. The HQ Station 
worked you during the Affiliated Club contest in January and you certainly had a nice 
signal then. Keep up the good work and don't let G3SIG die!! 

 
 
G3RPJ  242 Thank you Ian for your letter and donation. Glad you liked the "Merc" and in particular 

that the Awards Scheme rules meet with your approval. As you say it should promote 
activity without giving the "DX-type rubber stamp QSOs" - they don't give me much 
satisfaction either! Look forward to seeing you on 24th August, meanwhile good 
hunting. 

 
G3EDW 162 Well Peter, it was a pleasant surprise to hear from you early in the New Year.   
(ex 9J2W) OK about your not being active from your present QTH but that you hope to get cracking 

late April/early May from your final resting place in Torrington, Devon. For any of the 
members who had the pleasure of working Peter either as VQ2W or 9J2W he has all the 
logs with him and he will be only too happy to oblige if any one still needs confirmation 
of a QSO. His temporary QTH (until end of March ONLY) is:- 

1 Pullen’s Row, Witheridge, Tiverton, DEVON. 
 
 
G3CRP  43 What a pleasant surprise to hear from you OM. Hope you liked the lapel badge and OK 

on your being "intermittently active under various Club and other calls, mostly 80 metres 
CW. How do we recognise that it's you!!? Keep in touch and look forward to working 
you one day. 
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N0. 53 So you have landed up in Gan Island for a stint. I thought the posting to 9V1 land was 
too good to last!! You should be able to enjoy yourself with amateur radio out there. Tks 
for your postcard - the place looks quite enchanting from the air, but I've heard 
different!! 

 
5N2AAF  139 Congratulations Mike on being re-elected Hon. Sec. of the Nigerian Amateur Radio 

Society for another two years as well as editor of "NARS NEWS". Good news too that 
you will be representing NARS at the IARU Region 1 Division in May. You also 
mention that you run the QSL Bureau - no wonder you find little time to get on the air. 
Hope we manage to QSO more often this year. Keep up the excellent work. 

 
DL5ZF  470 Very psed to hear that you have got your DL ticket John. Hope the Ammonia Biflouride 

did the trick for your rocks. You can't have the right local accent for the DL area that you 
are in - any German chemist should be able to understand "Haben sie der Ammonia 
Biflouride von der Kristellanetchenverke" !!!! You mention "All the neighbours are 
waiting with bated breath for the first wiggle to appear on their TV screens so I'll 
probably make my first call from the loft with the ladder pulled up" - were they hostile? 

 
G3JVD  190 You are certainly making very good progress with the New Award Scheme Wilf. I can't 

really imagine just how you got away with having a 33 set in the front of the living room 
window, your XYL must have been most accommodating! Your report last quarter about 
using your 12 set on 10 metres has prompted a comment from G2AYQ (178) who writes 
"Yes, they went on 28 OK - short out some turns on the PA tank and double in the final; 
also used to get out on 21 with the MO on 11·5 - worked the world with the old 12 set 
until we got TV in Cornwall!!" No wonder poor old Ted had TVI. By the sounds 
emanating from behind the Iron Curtain right now I imagine that they have reached the 
same stage of development!! Your idea of using only Society cards for the new Scheme 
is very commendable and I only wish it was possible to overprint in such a small 
quantity. But the load on G3WRY is more then enough so use of the "plain 100" pack of 
the Society card seems to be meeting with quite some success. 

 
G3OMH  112 Hello Dennis! No hard feelings about your profession I trust! You must have an 

intolerable task trying to sensibly apply the rules as a GPO Sorting Office Inspector. 
Why, oh why was a two tier system introduced? Surely if the postal charges aren't 
sufficient to run the service, then the appropriate authority should have the guts to say so. 
(the same as I had to last AGM!!) 
But back to radio - OK on your activities. Top and Two, with "home brew" and HF 
bands with a DX 100 - hope to catch you one day. 

 
G3VDR  119 Hope the manual on the 22 set was of use to you. It will easily operate on Top and 80 

with very little mod and with it's original DC PSU will work from a 12v car battery. 
Good luck and hope to hear you on 80 one evening - CW? 

 
G3FTV  367 My sincere apologies Frank for the slip about the only all CW Class 1 Award under the 

old scheme. Guess I was carried away with the letter from G3ARM as he described his 
gear - almost exactly the same as I was using as PK1RW in '46. But to get the record 
straight, there was more than one "all CW " Class 1 Award with the first scheme and one 
of the other recipients was Frank, G3FTV. Well done Frank, and all power to your fist. 
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G3VDF  392 Hope you have had some success with your quest for a 19 set. They will certainly go on 
12 volts (were made specifically for just that) but your battery will have to be a good 
'un!! Trust that the call sign list was useful. 

 
GM3GFO  6 Your's a good old number Jim, but we don't hear too much of you, except at subs time. 

This is another "can you remember" one, this time Jim is enquiring if any members were 
in Lodi Road, New Delhi between 1943 and 1946. Any offers? 

 
G3XUR  426 Very psed to welcome you to the Society Tom and glad you have already found JXL's 

HRO articles interesting. You give your service number as 146201 and wonder whether 
or not any of your buddies may be in the Society. Quite a good chance actually Tom so if 
any of our members were in any of the following units during the last war years and can 
recall a Foster C.T.C. (surely some "Q" type will remember those initials!) then Tom will 
be very psed to get in touch. 44th Div Sigs; 2nd TTB; 3rd TTB; 12 L of C Sigs and 2nd 
Army Sigs (Rear). For the record Tom runs a "Home brew" tx with an 813 in the PA and 
has been battling with TVI ever since he got his call (hard luck). His rx is a CB 150/4 but 
he is so taken by the HRO article of JXL that he has scrounged an old chassis and intends 
to do the "Type 'b' rebuild". 

 
ZC4HS  142 Numerous letters and chitties from Harry during  the quarter - all saying how psed he is 

with the Society and then occasionally the odd niggle. One of these odd ones is quite 
justified actually and it is "What about a few more members on 15 and 20 metres". Harry 
thinks that there could be a lot more activity and confirms that G's get out to Cyprus very 
well. So what about it - even yours truly has had a couple of natters with Harry on 15 and 
that is really going some, as G3RUS and DL5YT know!! Good to hear that you have 
found Nick, 5Z4LS (293) - It at least let's all know that he has managed to solve his 
power problems. 

 
VE3ZM Steve writes to say "how-do" and to let all and sundry know that he is rebuilding an  
VE3ATU HRO. Apparently he started his labour of love long before G3JXL went to print. 
G3GSK  415 Steve wishes to be remembered to all our members and in particular to any members of 

Course 129 at 150 OCTU and also 8 F of S Course. He also asks has anybody any news 
of G3FGD (not a Society member, but somebody may know) W.J. Mordue. 

 
MP4TAF Numerous short  notes  together with a  few QSOs  (thank goodness on 'fone)  have 
DL2BJ proved that  Derek  is very active from the  Middle East.  He started off with an AM 
G3RKN  588 rig using 813 xtal controlled (the rock seemed to be sitting next to the PA from the way it 

gradually drifted HF during xmissions) but soon graduated to SSB and can be heard on 
all bands, 80 thru to Ten almost any time of the day or night. (As Derek put it in one 
letter "Bags of activity Ray, no women and I must try and keep off the beer!!). Whatever 
the reasons it is very nice to hear from you in that neck of the woods and good luck with 
any wanderings you may worm your way into. 

                   
 

STOP PRESS 
 In an endeavour to stimulate more Overseas contacts on Activity Sunday, Jimmy 9M2DQ has 
kindly agreed to act as "Overseas MC" and will follow the HQ Station frequency pattern where 
suitable. 
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NET NATTER NOTES 
 
 With each issue of "Mercury" it is hoped to publish short notes about the Royal Signals 
Amateur Radio Society Net. The Net, active on Tuesdays and Thursdays, meets on, or around, 3780 
Khz and usually begins to "fall in" around 1800Z, with G4RS joining in as soon as possible 
afterwards. Members joining the Net after 2000Z may find that Net Control has been assumed by 
another call (G3DPS/A, G3EKL, G3UDU etc.) or by one of the Net members. 
 The reason for this is that at 2000Z G4RS has to QSY to 1865 Khz to conduct Slow Morse 
Transmissions on behalf of the Radio Society of Great Britain and, of course, the license does not 
permit the operation of G4RS on two frequencies simultaneously. Where possible, control will be 
handed over to a "non /A" call in order to allow QSOs for RSARS Award purposes. 
JANUARY 
 January was mainly spent getting the Net organised and settled. A few "regulars" laid the 
1969 foundation stones and the Net began to build from there. 
 
FEBRUARY 
 The Net had become a regular habit by February and the log shows many "regulars" 
appearing on frequency. G8VG (Bill), G3JVD, (Wilf), G3RUS (Les), G3HWL (Les), G3HSE (Dave), 
G3WQI (Alf), GM3PIP (Peter), G3YBT (Colin), DL5YT (Ray), G3XSN (Bert), G3HNL (Eric), 
G3NXM (Walter), G2CVY (Bill), G3WET (John), DL6AA (Heinz), G3PC (Ray), DL5YQ (Spike, 
from the "QRZ" Club), G3WEO (Mike), G3HXJ (Wilf), G3WBL/A (Keith), and GM5NKO (Ron) all 
appear in the log for February as does G3EKL (at S9 + 321 dBs!). G3EFJ (Johnny) dropped in on CW 
to pass along the sad news of the death of G5UP. G3WBL/A was also on CW with a nice "fist" and 
good signal strength. On the 27th Ron (GM3NKO) looked in to say that he was going to QSY HF to 
QSO MP4TAF (Derek). He came back a little later bringing MP4TAF with him. A call on CW from 
HQ was not very successful, but Derek appeared, working with OZ7XJ (who reported that Derek was 
5 and 9), around 3798 Khz on 'phone. The OZ station attempted to MC but mainly succeeded in 
"feeding" Scandinavian stations towards T.O. The frequency became bedlam with some fine displays 
of bad operating. An attempt by G4RS to try DX type working from Trucial Omen only made matters 
worse. To help Derek (who was only 4 and 5 at HQ) to overcome the persistent callers on his 
frequency whilst he was in QS0 it was suggested that Derek transmit on one frequency and listen a 
few Khz lower. At this stage both Ron and the OZ went QSY/QRT apparently, and quite rightly, in 
disgust. I'm glad to say that few, if any, Society members were involved in this display. The episode 
closed with a long (in fact, too long by far) QSO between a GC and Derek, followed by a QSO 
between two G's on the frequency. Anyone having heard Dennis (9M2NF) operating VS5RCS will 
understand how stations should be encouraged to work DX. 
 
MARCH 
 This month the Net started off well with ever 20 stations checking in on the 4th - a lot of "old 
faithfuls" and a few new, and, therefore, "rarer" calls. G3DPS had to pull out as Control Operator at 
2000Z but left the Net in the capable hands of Tony (G3UNC). Several members, QSY'd to 7012 Khz 
to try and work 9H1BE (another member) who was due to appear at 1930Z. How successful members 
were is not known at the time of writing. Johnny Walker (G3UDU) stepped into Net Control position 
on the 6th and a full Net once more checked in, including G3DSS/M who seems to love motoring in 
the dark! On invitation DL5ZG (Royal Canadian Air Force) joined the Net to give any members a 
chance at DOK A/4. Another brief visitor was GB3CRW from the Coventry Rag Week, and G3WET 
passed along the "gen" on GB2HRH, the special station for the Prince of Wales Investiture. 
(This call will NOT count for the Award Scheme - Ed) 
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GENERAL 
 In answer to a question raised on the net it would appear that although /P and /A do NOT 
count towards the RSARS Award, /M does. Therefore, all members who contacted Stan (G3DSS/M) 
have one more for the Award. Bear in mind though that it is necessary to exchange QTH (among 
other things) in order for a QSO to qualify, and as Stan's "QTH" will, no doubt vary according to the 
time of the QSO, listen good! 
 Another point that will bear "airing" again is the question of netting. At one time the Net was 
checked over almost 4 Khz. This does not present too much of a problem at HQ due to the use of the 
SB-640 separate Linear Master Oscillator but it does mean that quite often a station will come on with 
two or three words of wisdom (i.e. "He's gone QRT) which is lost in the off-tune distortion. This 
means a repeat and retune which in turn means time lost. So will all stations please make a special 
attempt to get "spot-on" frequency if only for the benefit of those participants who are working 
straight transceive and, therefore, shift THEIR TX frequency everytime they retune to a Net station. 
 Talking of time, it is fully appreciated at HQ that when we get a big Net it often means that 
some people must wait for what must seem ages before it's their turn again. With this in mind, two 
suggestions are offered. The first is that instead of Net time being absorbed with qualifying QSOs we 
adopt the same "traffic" principles as are used by such Nets as the South East Asia Net, i.e. stations 
check in and give Control (and other stations) a report, pass any traffic to Control and Stand By. 
When a "required" station turns up, the requiring station asks for a QSY and completes the QSO. Both 
stations then return to the Net frequency (exactly on frequency, of course !). It would be the 
responsibility of the calling station to nominate frequency etc. 
 The second point concerns the use of such codes as the "Q" Code etc. Looking through some 
Amateur Radio publications recently it was interesting to see a list headed "Special ARRL QN 
Signals for Net Use" and it was felt that, although the ARRL dictates that these should be used on CW 
Nets, they could easily be adapted for RSARS Net use, always providing that their use would be 
accepted by the GPO as they are not International "Q" Code signals. A list of the more useful are 
included. 
 It has been suggested that HQ run a CW Net. This is quite possible although it should be 
pointed out that last year G4RS made regular calls on or around 3505 Khz with little result. If, 
however, it is felt that a CW Net would help members then this will be arranged. Views of members 
would be appreciated. It should be pointed out that CW members are always welcome into the normal 
net as are AM stations (We regret that, at the moment, we cannot accommodate Operators Lamp 
Daylight Signalling, Heliograph, or Flag-Wag but we can cope RTTY if necessary!). 
 
IN CONCLUSION 
 If you are a regular visitor to 3780 Khz (+ or -) on Tuesdays and/or Thursdays - many thanks 
for joining in. If you have yet to join us, then drop in and meet the gang - you'll be welcome. It will 
give you that necessary G4RS contact (if you get in before 2000Z) and possibly 15 - 20 member 
contacts towards the 25 necessary for the Third Class Award. 
 

73 
 
            
            
  G3DPS Jack. 
 
 Any suggestions/criticisms which you can offer to improve the operation and enjoyment of 
the net will be greatly appreciated. Drop a line to G3DPS,  

15 Valley Road,  
Blandford Camp.  
Blandford Forum.  
Dorset. 
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